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THE NEED OF THE HOUR - SAFETY

Although infectious diseases have emerged at various times in history, in recent years, 
globalization has facilitated the spread of pathological agents, resulting in worldwide 
pandemics. This has added greater complexity to the containment of infections, which 
has had an important political, economic and psychosocial impact, leading to urgent 
public health challenges. The coronavirus (COVID-19) identified at the end of 2019, has 
a high contagion potential, and its incidence has increased exponentially.

This scenario raises a number of questions: is there a fear/stress on LIFE ? How can we Eradicate  this phenomenon?

“the Scientist, the Researchers  globally were working on all the permutation 
combination for a global suitable solution”



HOW TO 
DISINFECT

Is there a CHEMICAL - FREE Way?
Is there a solution to solve at source?
Is there a way to curtail Toxic Waste 
Dump 



IDEALOGY – The Making of AEREM-100
The Design Art Team has conceptualised the design 

after a serious Behaviour Analytics of the End User. 

This Pandemic has given a Paradox Shift to various 

habits of people, So, the Challenge to the team is to 

Narrow down to a universal User-Friendly Design. 

The Concept Reference for Easy Recall is shortlisted 

to Mosquito / Insect Killers / Air purifiers / Table and 

Bed Top Clocks. Since the Product is positioned as 

the Personalised device the influencing ingredients 

like SIZE / POWER SOURCE / FUNCTIONALITY / 

Durability / Cost / Design Ergonomics information’s 

are taken into account to Craft AEREM-100. 

The Look and Out Fit is designed to ensure the 

features of HUNTER with BOLD / STABLE and 

FOCUS as the Out Fit.



FUNCTIONAL  INTEGRATION
Considering the Volatile and uncertain

situation impacted on the Life style

pattern, Our Team listed the various

solutions to overcome the situation.

The Goal is to have the permanent

solution which is affordable globally to

all the segments.

The detailed study on COVID Virus

and the possible evolution pattern

narrowed down for the 5 STAGE

INTEGRATED PROCESS which

can be a battle axe to handle any Air

Prone Threats.

ION Generation

UV LAMP 

Nano Level Photo Catalyst

Reactive Oxygen Species 

Activated Carbon Filter 



FUNCTIONAL AREAS

Negative Ion generator helps in the 
breakdown of the outer protein of 
the allergens, viruses, and bacteria

-ve Ion Generation

UV damages DNA or RNA nucleic
acids and prevents cell replication of
viruses.

UV 

Nano level photo catalyst performs 
degradation of hazardous organic 

compounds to CO2 and H2O and thus 
leads to the reduction of toxic metal 

ions into non-toxic states

Reactive Oxygen Species formed due 
to the electron acceptability of O2 

causes damage to DNA and RNA  of 
viruses and results to cell death

Nano Photo Catalyst

Reactive O2

Activated carbon filter performs 
adsorption and pollutants stick to the 

outside of carbon

Activated Carbon



-ve ION GENERATOR
"The detergent property generated by the ion generator helps
in the breakdown of the outer protein of the allergens,
viruses, and bacteria, which helps in controlling airborne
diseases. It increases the body's resistance to infections and
harmful environmental factors.”



UV Rays 
In order to inactivate microorganisms, UV energy must be 
absorbed somehow .DNA & RNA happens to absorb light in 
the UVC range. Most viruses have either RNA (Ribonucleic 
acid) or DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) as their genetic material. 
DNA & RNA are the master instructions for the cell. UV 
damages these nucleic acids and prevents cell replication 



Nano Photo Catalyst
The Nano level Photo Catalyst ensures and fasten the 

process of rupturing the protein layer of Virus / Bacteria and 
facilitates Negative ion reaction to neutralise the deadly 
viruses. Photocatalysis has been established as an efficient 
process for the mineralization of toxic organic compounds, 
hazardous inorganic materials and microbial disinfection as a 
result of the formation of the OH- ions, which acts as a strong 
oxidizing agent



Reactive O2 Species
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are highly reactive chemical 
molecules   formed due to the electron acceptability of O2.    
A type of unstable molecule that contains oxygen and that 
easily reacts with other molecules in a cell. A build up of 
reactive oxygen species in cells may cause damage to DNA, 
RNA, and proteins, and may cause cell death. Reactive oxygen 
species are free radicals. Also called oxygen radical.



Activated CARBON
Carbon air filters remove pollutants from the air with a 
process known as adsorption. Activated carbon is carbon that 
has undergone some additional processing to make it better 
at trapping gas molecules. Volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) are emitted as gases from certain solids or liquids. 
VOCs include a variety of chemicals, some of which may have 
short- and long-term adverse health effects



AWESOME

PRODUCT
PARTURITION



Looks of the AEREM-100



BIGSOLUTION 

Not only solving the FEAR on HEALTH, 

AEREM 100 will be a right solution in 

limiting the usage of Chemicals and helps 

to get back in track with the Organic way 

of living. 

This pandemic has given huge stress to 

the Governments across the Globe to 

handle packaging and Medical Waste 

Dumps. The Evolution of products like 

AEREM100 will resolve many such 

challenges to the Governing bodies and 

ensures to be a TECHNO SHEILD for the 

end-users.



APPLICATIONS 

Air Purifier Capability: Active carbon Filter, helps removes dust, purifies and

refreshes the air.

Eyesight Protection: High concentration of negative ions can effectively reduce

eye fatigue caused by high voltage static electricity of computer based system.

Negative ion generation also functions it to neutralize the positive, charged

virus/bacteria.

Safe and harmless: This product is non-toxic and harmless to humans, safe and

reliable, attested with authoritative certifications.

Highly Efficient: S4E AEREM 100 uses photoelectric principle, certifying high

efficiency.

Affordable and portable: Easy to move.



APPLICATIONS 

Green and environment friendly: Does not release any harmful substances.

Compact in size: You can easily switch between home, car, and office to protect

the human body from viruses.

Efficient killing of bacterial viruses

The S4E AEREM 100 purifier/ ionizer can quickly destroy DNA and RNA in bacteria

and virus in a few seconds, and effectively kill viruses and various bacteria in the

car and room. It’s also effective against COVID-19, SARS, Influenza, Hepatitis, Avian

influenza, Diphtheria, Meningitis, Cholera and other infectious diseases.

Car sterilization and deodorization

S4E AEREM 100 can be easily installed in the car to effectively remove bacteria,

viruses, smoke, food odors, etc. and keep fresh air in the car.



APPLICATIONS 

Removes pollutants

Hazardous substances (such as formaldehyde, benzene, dust) comes from home

decoration, household appliances and furniture are very harmful to the human

body. These harmful substances may cause symptoms such as cancer, decreased

immunity and mental depression. S4E AEREM 100 can decompose these harmful

substances into carbon dioxide and water, effectively removing harmful

substances.

Mildew proof

A large number of molds are hidden in the air, which will cause these molds to

multiply in the rainy season and humid environments. S4E AEREM 100 can

effectively inhibit mold growth.



APPLICATIONS 

Removes smoke

Smoke in the air is very harmful to the human body, especially to families with

pregnant women, children, and the elderly. S4E AEREM 100 can eliminate the smell

of smoke in confined spaces such as indoors and cars.

Aromatherapy

S4E AEREM 100 has built-in aromatherapy. The purified air will have a fresh

fragrance, which can not only remove the original odor in the air, but also make

people feel comfort.

Eradicate animal infectious diseases

Animals often become carriers of viruses and bacteria. For example, COVID-19,

SARS, Ebola, etc. are likely to infect humans through the air. The S4E AEREM 100 is

effective against viruses and bacteria in the air, So you can rest assured to keep

your pet.



MARKET APPLICATION MATRIX 
IONISER MARKET POTENTIAL 

HOSPITALITY SEGEMNT HOSPITALITY SEGEMNT PLATFORM SALES
HOSPITALS/NURSING 

HOME/CLINICS

HOTEL/LODGING AUTOMOBILE -Car ONLINE STORES RECREATION INDUSTRY

OYO/CHAIN HOTELS/PLATFORM 

BRANDS-

MAKEMYTRIO/TRIVAGO

Makers & dealers /Direct 

Customers
AMAZON/ INDIA 

MART/FLIPLART/SNAPDE

AL

CINEMA HALLS / RESTOBARS

CO-LIVING/WORKING SPACE
TRANSPORT 

OPERATORS

CO LIVE/ME CASA/ ROYAL NET
OLA/UBER/OMNI 

OPERATORS

APARTMENT/GATED 

COMMUNITY
AIRLINE  INDUSTRY

BANKING PLACE OF WORSHIP

CUSTOMER 

LOUNGES/ATM
TEMPLE/MOSQUE/CHURCH

Apartments- Existing/ New 

Promoters/Gated 

Communities/Work Space
Flight Operations / 

Indigo/GO Air/Spice Jet

GYM/YOGA CENTERS COCO-BRAND SHOPS

CUSTOMER 

LOUNGES/ATM

AIRTEL/VODA IDEA/RETAIL 

STORES/ ICECREAM SHOPS



CERTIFICATIONS 

ICMR CE ISO



NEWS 



ADVERTISEMENT MATERIAL



ADVERTISEMENT MATERIAL



ADVERTISEMENT MATERIAL



Are you READY to be a PART of the History … Lets Talk

THANK YOU

RRPS4E INNOVATION PVT LTD
Head Office @ Unit nos 2,3,4

Gold Inn CHS, Kalina 400 098.

Repairs @ 24 creative Indl area,
Kalina 400 098.

Mfg Facility @ A 396/397
Mahape Indl area, Navi Mumbai

Visit us @ www.systems4ever.com
Write to us on info@rrps4e.in.

INNOVATIONS PVT LTD

http://www.systems4ever.com/
mailto:info@rrps4e.in



